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ABSTRACT
The structure of the solar system, the similarity of isotope compositions
of its bodies (in terms of nonvolatile elements), and observational data on
the presence of disks (and possibly of planets) around young solar-type stars
are evidence of the joint formation of the Sun and the protoplanetary disk.
The removal of angular momentum to the periphery (necessary for the
formation of the Sun and protoplanetary disk) is possible at the formation
stage in the center of the contracting cloud (protosolar nebula) of the
stellar-like core (Sun's embryo). The possibility that the core forms before
fragmentation begins to impose a constraint on the value of the angular
cloud momentum. This value is highly dependent on the distribution of
angular momentum within the cloud.
This paper discusses a disk formation model during collapse of the
protosolar nebula with J _ 10S2g cm2s -x, yielding a low-mass protoplan-
etary disk. The disk begins to form at the growth stage of the stellar-like
core and expands during accretion to the present dimensions of the solar
system. Accretion at the edge of the disk significantly affects the nature of
matter fluxes in the disk and its thermal evolution.
In addition to the internal heat source (viscous dissipation), there is
an external one which affects the temperature distribution in the disk:
radiation (diffused in the accretion envelope) of the shock wave front at
the core and in the nearest portion of the disk. Absorbed in the disk's
surface layers, this radiation heats these layers, and reduces the vertical
temperature gradient in the disk to a subadiabatic point. It also renders
convection impossible. Convection becomes possible after accretion ceases.
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INTRODUCTION
The proximity of planes of planetary orbit in the solar system indi-
cates that planets were formed in the thin, elongated protoplanetary disk
surrounding the young Sun.
The coincidence of isotope compositions of the Sun, the Earth, and
meteorites for basic nonvolatile elements, and the similarity of the chemical
compositions of the Sun and Jupiter are evidence that the Sun and the
protoplanetary disk originated from the same concentration of interstellar
medium. In view of observed data on the rapid (~ 106 + 107 years) removal
of gas from the proximity of solar-type stars which had formed (T Tauri
stars), it is natural to infer that the convergence of the isotope composition
of the Sun and the planets also means that they formed contemporaneously.
According to the theory developed by Jeans early in this century, stars
are formed as a result of collapse under the impact of the gravitational
effects of compacted regions of the interstellar medium. The collapse
occurs when the forces of self-gravity exceed the sum of forces restricting
compression. The latter include the thermal pressure gradient, magnetic
pull, and centrifugal forces. Data from infrared and radioastronomy tell
us that the stars are formed in molecular clouds: low temperature regions
("_ I0 K) with relatively high density I0 -22 + 10-20 g • cm -3, in which
hydrogen and other gases (besides the noble gases) are in a molecular state,
and condensing matter is included in grains.
Study of the radio lines of molecules has shown that the clouds are
highly in.homogeneous. They contain compact areas, cores with densities
p --, 10 -z° + 10 -18 g • cm -a and masses M ,-- 0.1 + 10 Mo, infrared
sources and compact zones of ionized hydrogen with ages 104 + 105 years.
Relatively weak, variable T Tauri stars are also seen in certain molecular
clouds. They approximate the Sun in terms of mass (0.5 + 2Mo), but
are much younger, with ages 105 + 106 years (Adams et al. 1983). Their
formation is related to the compression of cores of molecular clouds under
the impact of the forces of self-gravity.
Contemporary theory of evolution holds that the fate of a star is
determined by its mass and chemical composition. In view of the similarity
of these parameters, we can identify T Tauri stars with the young Sun and
use observed data on these stars to construct a theory of the formation of
the Sun and the protoplanetary disk.
CIRCUMSTELLAR DISKS
Elongated, disk-shaped, gas-dust envelopes with characteristic masses
0.1Mo (Sargent and Beckwith 1987; Smith and Terrile 1984) have been
discovered around several young stars (HL Tau, DG Tau, /_ Pic, and a
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source of infrared radiation L 1551 IRS5). The radii of the gas-dust disks,
which were determined by eclipses of the stars, are estimated at -.. 10 --
102 AU (see Strom's article in this volume). The radii of the disk-shaped
envelopes in CO molecule lines are estimated on the order of 103 AU.
Data from observations of the IRKS infrared astronomical satellite have
shown that 18% of 150 near stars which have been studied exhibit infrared
excesses. That is, they emit more in the infrared range than matches their
temperatures (Backman 1987). It was proven for a number of closer stars
(Aumann et aL 1984) that excess infrared radiation is not created by the
star itself, but by the envelope of dust grains. The grains absorb the light
of the star and reemit it in the infrared range. It is possible that disks exist
for all stars which exhibit infrared excesses (Bertrout et al. 1988). Thus,
there is a greater probability that the formation of a star is accompanied
by the formation of a gas-dust disk around it.
IRAS discovered in the envelopes of stars c_Lyr, c_PsA, and fl Pic that
the central region with a radius of 30 Aid is dust-free (Backman 1987). This
empty region could not have been retained after the star's formation stage,
since the dust grains from the surrounding envelope shift inside under the
Poynting-Robertson effect and fill up the empty space over a time scale of
< l0 s years. This is too brief a time scale in comparison with the age of
the star. A possible cause of the existence of an empty region around stars
is that the large planetesimals and planets may remove those dust grains
shifting towards the center.
The first finding of the search for planets around solar-type stars was
obtained using an indirect search method: determining with high accuracy
(up to 10 to 13 meters per second) the ray velocities of the nearby stars.
Seven of 16 stars examined were found to have long-period Doppler Shifts
of velocities with amplitudes of 25-45 meters per second. It is probable
that these variations in ray velocities are produced by invisible components
(planets with masses from one to nine Jovian masses) moving in orbit
around the stars (Campbell et al. 1988).
These findings, together with observational data on the disks around
young stars, are evidence that the formation of the planetary system is a
natural process which is related to star formation.
CONDITIONS FOR THE FORMATION OF STARS WITH DISKS
The most likely cause of the formation of protoplanetary disks and
planetary systems, including the solar system, is the rotation of molecular
clouds. The rotation of clouds and separate dense regions in them is a
function of the differential rotation of the galaxy and turbulence in the
interstellar medium. The rotation velocities of molecular clouds and their
nuclei are determined by the value of the gradient of the spectral line's ray
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velocity along the cloud profile. Angular velocities of rotation ft, measured
in this manner, are included in the interval 10-15-10-Ias -1 (Myers and
Benson 1983). For small cores of < 0.1pc, rotation is only measurable for
> 2.10-14s -1. Rotation was not discovered with this kind of accuracy
for approximately 30% of the cores.
Angular momentum value and internal distribution J(r) are important
cloud/core characteristics for star formation. These characteristics depend
both on the value fl on the outer edges of the cloud and its internal distri-
bution. Data on the dependence f_(r) have been measured for individual,
sufficiently elongated molecular clouds. Thus, for cloud B 361, f2 ,_ const
in the inner region and falls on the periphery in the outer region (Arquilla
1984). A concentration of matter towards the center is also observed within
the compact cores. The distribution f_ is not known. The maximum laws
of rotation which appear to be reasonable are being explored in theoretical
studies:
[_ = const with p -- const, (la)
f_ : const with p oc r -2. (lb)
The first describes the angular momentum distribution in a homoge-
neous and solid-state rotating cloud. It holds for a core which has separated
from the homogeneous rotating medium where the specific angular mo-
mentum of each cloud element is conserved. The second corresponds to a
solid-state rotating, singular isothermal sphere. This is an isothermal cloud
with p = C,2/(27rGr2), in which the forces of self-gravity are balanced out
by internal pressure (C, is the speed of sound). In order for this kind
of distribution to be established, the core must exist long enough during
the stage preceding collapse for angular momentum redistribution to occur
and for solid-state rotation to be established. The characteristic time scale
for the existence of cores prior to the onset of contraction is r,!--,,--107
years. This is significantly more than the contraction of an individual core
of r1! -,-,-, 105 years (Adams et al. 1983).
Random (turbulent) motion with near-sound speeds is present in the
cores (Myers 1983). The viscosity created by this motion may be represented
as (Schakura and Sunyaev 1973)
= 1/3vTl T __ _X Rc,, (2)
where R denotes the core radius, sc is the speed of sound in it, o¢ is the
nondimensional value, and VT and IT are the characteristic turbulent motion
velocity and scale. The time scale for angular momentum redistribution in




As a numerical example, let us consider the core TMC-2. It has a
mass M __M®, c, = 3.1fflcm/s and vT _- 0.5 c,, R = 0.1 pc (Myers 1983).
Substitution in (2) and (3) of these numerical values and r,S = 3.1014s give
us cx ,,, 0.03. This fits with IT/R ,-, 13.1.This estimate demonstrates that the
efficiency of angular momentum redistribution in various cores may differ
depending on the scale of turbulent motion. Therefore, cores with both
rotation laws, (see la and lb) and the intermediate ones between them,
may exist.
The angular momentum of a solid-state rotating spherical core of mass
M is equal to
J _'21052K lO_iSs_, _ \.lO_,9_-cm_Z j gcm2s -', (4)
where k = 2/5 and 2/9 for the rotation laws (la) and (lb), and _ denotes
the mean core density.
The rotation of clouds plays an important role in star formation. Stellar
statistics demonstrate that more than one half > 60%) of solar-type stars
enter into binary or multiple systems which, as a rule, exhibit angular
momentums > 10s_ g-cm2.s -1 (Kraycheva et al. 1978). This means that
when a binary (multiple) system is formed, the bulk of a cloud's angular
momentum is concentrated in the orbital movement of stars relative to
each other. The formation of a single star with a disk is an alternative and
additional route by which a forming star expels excess angular momentum.
In a circumsolar Kepler disk, the angular momentum per unit mass is,
1/2 ,._ 0 2 Iactually, j = (GMoR) . At a Jovian distance (5 AU) j 102 cm s- .
This is 100 times more than the maximum possible and 10s times more than
the present angular momentum related to the Sun's rotation. Therefore,
even a low-mass but elongated disk can accumulate a large portion of cloud
angular momentum, thereby allowing a single star to form.
Estimates of mass Mr) and angular momentum Jo of a circumstellar
protoplanetary disk, performed by adding presolar composition dissipated
hydrogen and helium to the planet matter, yielded 0Yeidenschilling 1977),
10-_Mo £ MD < 10-1Me,and 3 • 10sl _< JD < 2. 1052g • crn_ • s -1,
that is,
JDIMD _ Jo/Mo.
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Using a system of two bodies with constant aggregate mass and full
angular momentum as an example, Lynden-Bell and Pringle (1974) demon-
strated that the system's total energy decreases as mass is transferred from
the smaller to the larger body, and the concentrations of angular mo-
mentum in orbital motion are less than the massive body. Consequently,
dissipation of rotational energy, accompanied by removal of the angular
momentum to the periphery and its concentration in a low amount of mass,
is necessary to form a single star with a protoplanetary disk as a cloud
contracts.
Effectiveness of angular momentum redistribution is the key issue of
protoplanetary disk formation. The high abundance of binary or multiple
stars of comparable masses and the analysis of the contraction dynamics
of rotating clouds indicate that angular momentum redistribution is not
always effective enough for a single star with a disk to be formed. The
entire process, from the beginning contraction all the way to the formation
of a star, has thus far only been examined for a nonrotating cloud (l_arson
I
1969; Stahler et al. 1980). Calculations have shown that the initial stage of
contraction occurs at free-fall velocities and is accompanied by an increase
in the concentration of matter towards the center. Pressure increase,
coupled with a rise in temperature, triggers a temporary deceleration in the
contraction of a cloud's central region within a density range of Pc ~ 10- la
--" 10-8 g.cm -a. This is followed by one more stage of dynamic contraction
that is initiated by molecular hydrogen dissociation. Dissociation terminates
at 10-2g cm-3; the contraction process again comes to a halt; and a
quasihydrostatic stellar-like core is formed with an initial mass of Mc --,
10-2Mo and central density pc "_ 10-2g -cm-a. This core is surrounded by
an envelope which initially contains 99% mass and falls onto the core over
a time scale of 105+ 106 years. Naturally, a single nonrotating diskless star
is formed from the contraction of this kind of protostellar cloud.
It is clear from these general ideas that contraction of a rotating
protostellar cloud occurs in a similar manner, when the centrifugal force
in a cloud is low throughout in comparison to the gravitational force and
internal pressure gradient.
The role of rotation is enhanced with increased density in the con-
traction process where angular momentum is conserved. (For example,
the ratio of rotational energy to gravitational energy is /3 cx p113 for a
spherically symmetrical collapse). Two-dimensional and three-dimensional
calculations for the contraction of rapidly rotating protosteilar clouds have
shown that as a certain #or is reached in the cloud central region, a ring
(two-dimensional) or nonaxisymmetrical (three-dimensional) instability de-
velops. According to Bodenhemier (1981) and Boss (1987) this instability
triggers fragmentation: #or = 0.08 for ring instability at the hydrodynamic
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contraction stage (Boss 1984). Naturally, the smaller the angular momen-
tum of the cloud's central region, the later the instability arises. It has
been suggested that a cloud's fate depends significantly on the stage of
contraction at which instability arises: the cloud turns into a binary or mul-
tiple star system when/_, is attained at the initial hydrodynamic stage of
contraction (with Pe £ 10-12 g'cm-a) • It becomes a single star with a disk
when nontransparency increases, causing the contraction of the portion to
decelerate before instability develops. The condition that a nontranspar-
ent core be formed before fragmentation occurs, imposes a constraint on
the cloud angular momentum: J _< 105a g cm2.s -t for rotation law (la)
(Safronov and Ruzmaikina 1978; Boss 1985).
Fragmentation may be halted by a sufficiently efficient removal of angu-
lar momentum from the center. Turbulence or the magnetic field (Safronov
and Ruzmaikina 1978) have been proposed as removal mechanisms. An-
other is gravitational friction (Boss 1984) generated from excitation by a
central nonaxisymmetrical condensation of the density wave in the envelope
surrounding the core. Yet to be determined is whether angular momentum
removal at this stage can actually prevent fragmentation. The difficulty is
that contraction deceleration due to enhanced nontransparency is tempo-
rary. It is followed by the stage of hydrodynamic contraction triggered by
molecular hydrogen dissociation. During this stage, density increases by
several orders and /_ may attain/_er. The formation of a single star with
a disk (or without it) appears to be highly probable when the cloud (or
its central portion, to be more exact) exhibit such a slight angular momen-
tum that instability does not develop until the formation of a low-mass,
stellar-like core with Me < 10-2Mo (Ruzmaikina 1980, 1981). When it
is born, the core must be magnetized as a result of enhancement of the
interstellar magnetic field during contraction (Ruzmaikina 1980, 1985). The
poloidal magnetic field strength in the stellar-like core is estimated at 10
-" 10a Gauss. This field ensures angular momentum redistribution in the
core over a time scale less than its evolution time scale ( > 102 years) and
initiates an outflow of the core's matter, forming an embryonic disk instead
of fragmentation.
With disruption of the core's axial symmetry, angular momentum
removal to the periphery may also be carried out by the spiral density
wave generated in the envelope (Yuan and Cassen 1985). Consequently,
the formation of a single, stellar-like core appears to be sufficient for the
formation of a single star.
The possibility of the formation of a stellar-like core with Me ,-,
10-_Mo imposes constraints on the maximum value of the protostellar
cloud's angular momentum. With an angular momentum distribution within
the cloud as described in ratio (la) (solid-state rotation with homogeneous
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density), the maximum angular momentum value of the cloud at which a
single, stellar-like core can form is within the range (Ruzmaikina 1981)
0.3 1052(M/Mo) 5/3 < J_a,: < 2 1052(M/Mo) SI3. (5)
With the law of rotation contained in (lb) (solid-state rotation with
p o¢ r-_), J,_,_ is approximately (MUM¢) 4/3 = 500 times greater than with
(la), that is, JLa_ > > 1054g cm2"s-i with M = 1Mo. This is easy to
determine by equating the angular momentums of the central sphere with
mass Me -_ 10-2Mo, for distributions (la) and (lb), respectively.
It follows from the above estimates that: (1) s'_'ngle stellar-like cores
can be formed during the contraction of clouds whose angular momenta
are included in a broad range. This range overlaps to a large degree the
angular momentums of cores in molecular clouds. Therefore, there may
be a considerably high probability that a single, stellar-like core can be
formed in the contracting dense region (core) of a molecular cloud. This
depends on the angular momentum distribution established inside the core
of molecular clouds at the pre-contraction stage; (2) J_a_ approximates or
exceeds by several times the angular momentum of a "minimal mass" solar
nebula (Weidenschilling 1977). J_a_ is greater than or on the order of the
angular momentum of a massive solar nebula (Cameron 1%2). Let us note
that the idea of a massive solar nebula was recently revived by Marochnik
and Mukhin (1988), who reviewed the estimate of the Oort cloud's mass
on the hypothesis that the typical mass of cometary bodies in the cloud is
equal to the mass of Halley's comet. (Data gathered by the Vega missions
have put estimates of its mass at two orders greater than was previously
believed.)
For a broad range of J values, scenarios appear possible whereby a
single Sun embryo is first formed in the contracting protosolar nebula. A
disk then forms around it. Disk parameters and the nature of its evolution
are dependent on angular momentum value. However, the presence of a
single, stellar-like core in the center has a stabilizing effect on the disk's
central portion and may prevent its fragmentation. We will later discuss in
more detail a protoplanetary disk formation model with cloud contraction of
J ... 1052g cm 2 s-1 which appears preferable for a solar nebula (Ruzmaikina
1980, 1982; Ruzmaikina and Maeva 1986; see also review papers Safronov
and Ruzmaikina 1985; Ruzmaikina et al. 1989).
EARLY EVOLUTION OF THE PROTOPLANETARY DISK
Let us consider the stage of protosolar nebula contraction when a
single, stellar-like core and a compact embryonic disk are formed in the
center, both surrounded by an accretive shell. The embryonic disk could
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have been formed from external equatorial core layers under the impact of
magnetic pull (Ruzmaikina 1980, 1985) or by direct accretion of the rotating
envelope at a distance from the axis greater than the equatorial radius of the
core (Tereby et aL 1984). The directions of flow of the accretive material
intersect the equatorial plane inside the so-called centrifugal radius Rk
which exceeds (at least at the final stage of accretion) the radius of the
protosun Rc = 3 + 5 R o
j2
RK = K2GM a. (6)
RK = 0.15 + 0.5 AU where M = 1 Mo, J = 10S2g.cm2.s -_, and K = 2/5
-" 2/9, respectively.
A mechanism for the coformation of the Sun and the protoplanetary
disk during protosoiar nebula contraction with J ~ 10S2g cm 2.s- _ has been
proposed in studies by Ruzmaikina (1980) and Cassen and Moosman (1981)
and investigated by Ruzmaikina (1982), Cassen and Summers (1983), and
Ruzmaikina and Maeva (1986). The disk proposed in these models is a
turbulent one. The following points have been offered to justify this: large
Reynolds number ( > 10_°) for currents between the disk and the accretive
envelope and currents generated by differential disk rotation; and the
possible development of vertical (2:) direction convection. Investigations
have shown that a sufficiently weak turbulence with oc ~ 10 -2 can trigger
an increase in the disk radius to the current size of the solar system within
the Ume scale of the Sun's formation (105 years). Approximately 1% of
the kinetic energy of the accretive material is needed to support this kind
of turbulence. Near-sound turbulence produces disk growth to 10a AU.
It is noteworthy that the process of disk growth occurs inside the
protosolar nebula as it continues to contract. Nebula matter (gas and dust)
accrete on the forming Sun and the disk (Figure 1). Matter situated in the
envelope and close to the equatorial plane encounters the face of the disk.
Turbulence causes accreting matter flowing about the disk to mix with disk
matter. Addition of the new matter is especially effective on the face, where
this matter falls on the disk almost perpendicular to the surface. It loses its
radial velocity in the shock wave and is retarded long enough for effective
mixing. Complete mixing on the remaining surface of the disk only occurs
in layer Ah. This layer is small at subsonic turbulence in comparison with
disk thickness Ah/h ~ cxX/_ (Ruzmaikina and Safronov 1985). Ruzmaikina
and Maeva (1986) looked at the process of protoplanetary disk formation
for a model with J = 2 • 10S_g cm 2. s-_ and M = 1.1Mo, taking into
account accretion of material both to the Sun and to the disk. Turbulence
viscosity in the disk was alleged to equal vT = (1 + 6). 1015 (M/M o. R
AU)I/2 cm_s -_. This fits with oc _ 3 • 10 -a + 4 • 10-2. As a result, by the
completion of the accretion stage (which lasts 105 years), the disk radius
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FIGURE 1 Schematic profile of a forming protoplanetary disk immersed in an accretion
envelope.
was equal to 24 - 70 AU, its mass is about 0.1 M o, and the remaining mass
is concentrated in the Sun. The distr_ution of radial Un velocity of matter
flow in the disk undergoes a complex evolution: at the initial stage, matter
in the larger portion of the disk flows towards the center. The velocity is
only positive near the disk edge. However, there gradually emerges one
more area with a positive radial velocity which is broadening over time.
Two regions with UR < 0; R < Ri = 0.3 -- 0.5 AU and 0.6 RD < R < 0.95
Ro two regions with UR > 0; Ri < R < 0.6 RD and R > 0.95 RD exist in
the disk by the time accretion is completed.
TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS AND CONVECTION IN THE
PROTOPLANETARY DISK
The question of temperature distribution and fluctuation in the disk is
important for an understanding of the physical and chemical evolution of
preplanetary matter. Temperature greatly affects the kinetics of chemical
reactions, matter condensation, and vaporization, the efficiency rate at
which dust grains combine during collision, and the conditions within
planetesimals.
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The protoplanetary disk is thin, that is, at any distance R from the
center, the inequality h/R << 1 is true for the thickness of a disk's ho-
mogeneous atmosphere of h = c_f1-1. Therefore, heat transfer occurs
primarily transversely to the disk in the l-c-z direction, between the central
plane and the surface. At the same time, a disk of mass 10 -2- 10-1Mo
and radius 10 - 100 AU is optically thick (Lin and Papaloizou 1980).
Therefore, if there is an internal source heating the disk, the temperature
in the central plane is higher than on the surface. Such a source is the
internal friction in conditions of differential rotation. Mechanical energy
dissipation in the disk is proportional to VTR2(df_/dR) 2. If we propose
turbulence as a viscosity mechanism, the viscosity value averaged for disk
thickness could be written using Schakura and Sunyaev's (x-parameter as
VT =(x c,h where the speed of sound is taken from the central plane. As
we noted above, the value (x must equal 10 -2 for a disk to form over
105 years. A number of models were constructed using Lynden-Bell and
Pringle's viscous disk evolution theory (1974). These models considered
the further evolution of the protoplanetary disk after protosolar nebula
matter has stopped precipitating on it. A large portion of disk mass is
transported inside and accretes to the Sun at this stage. At the same time
the disk radius increases owing to conservation of the angular momentum.
According to the estimates, surface density decreases by one order over
l0 s years with (x= 10 -2. 0Ruden and Lin 1986; Makalkin and Dorofeeva
1989).
Internal disk structure and, in particular, the vertical temperature pro-
file were also considered for this stage (viscous disk diffusion). Lin and
Papaloizou's model (1980) proposes Z-direction convection as a turbulence
mechanism in the disk. Correspondingly, the temperature gradient in this
direction is slightly higher than adiabatic. P-T conditions and matter con-
densation in the protoplanetary disk's internal portion (Cameron and Fegley
1982) were calculated on the basis of this model. Cabot et al. (1987) yielded
a more accurate vertical structure which accounts for the dependence of
opacity on temperature: beginning with the central plane, the convective
layer with a superadiabatic temperature gradient is superseded at a higher
elevation by a layer in which the gradient is below adiabatic. One more
layer alternation may occur above this if the photosphere temperature is
below that of ice condensation. However, on the average, the tempera-
ture profile is quite close to adiabatic for the entire thickness of the disk.
Temperature distributions in these models are in fairly close agreement
with the temperature estimate generated by Lewis (1974) where he used
cosmochemical data. His estimate is indicated by the crosses in Figure 2.
Convective models only take into account the internal source of proto-
planetary disk heating: turbulence dissipation. However, external sources
may provide an appreciable input to disk heating. They are particularly
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FIGURE 2 Temperature distribution in the central plane of the protoplanetary disk: 1 is
the maximum temperatures at the disk formation stage. The figures 2, 3, and 4 are at the
subsequent stage of viscous disk evolution (from the study by Makalkina and Dorofeeva
1989): 2 is 1.10 `5 years after the stage begins; 3 is 2-10 `5 years later;, and 4 is after 106
years. Ranges of temperature ambiguities as per Lewis' eosmochemical model (1974) are
indicated by the overlapping areas.
significant during disk formation. At the accretion stage of contraction of
a protosolar nebula with J _ 105_g.cm2.s -], energy is emitted at the shock
front of the protosolar core's surface and the portion of the disk with Rk
,-,, 10_2 centimeters nearest to it (which is only several times greater than
the core radius and two to three orders less than lhe radius of disk RD by
the end of the accretion stage). This radiation is absorbed and reemitted in
the infrared range in the accretion envelope around the core. A significant
portion of the disk is immersed in the envelope's optically thick portion
and is appreciably heated by its radiation (Makalkin 1987). With a charac-
teristic accretion time scale r_ -,, 10_ years, the radius of the optically thick
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portion of the accretion envelope (the radius of the dust photosphere) is
approximately 10 TM centimeters.
This estimate was made for a spherically symmetric collapse model
(Stahler et al. 1981). However, it is just in terms of the order of value
and for a model with a moderate angular momentum. The estimate of the
internal radius of the optically thick portion of the envelope (the radius
of the dust vaporization front), which is approximately 1013 centimeters
(Figure 1), is also true. Where there is a disk around the core, a very rough
estimate of luminosity L = GM, M/Rk, and a more stringent estimate based
on the theory of Adams and Shu (1986), demonstrate that energy ensuring
a luminosity value L _ 20 - 25I_.o is emitted at the shock front near the
core (R _ Rk) with r_ ,_ 105 years and J _ 1052g-cm_.s -1. That is, this
value is several times less than in Stahler et aL's spherically symmetrical
model (1980) where L = 66L o. An estimate of the temperature in the
envelope using Adams and Shu's method (1985) produces for L "-" 20 +
25I. o a temperature in the envelope of T_._ _ 1100 K at R = 1 AU.
We note for comparison that at the same R Te,_ " 1600 K with L = 70
Lo and Te,,_ = 800 K at L = 15L o (for the spherical model of Adams
and Shu (1985) with ro = 106 years). The exact form of the shock front
surface and the dependence of the radiation flow on angular coordinates
are still unknown. It is considered in a zero approximation that at R >>
Rk, isotherms have a near spherical form.
The specific dissipation energy of turbulent motion in the protoplane-
tary disk can be expressed as D = 9/4 pvTf22. It follows from this that the
flow of radiant energy from the disk (per unit of area of each of the two
surfaces in its quasistationary mode) is equal to DI : 9/8E P'T _2 : O"T4eI!
where E denotes the disk's surface density, and _r is the Stefan-Boltsman
constant. It is easy to see that at cx -., 10-z the effective disk temperature
Tell is significantly lower than the temperature in the accretion envelope
T_,,v at the same R. Therefore, the effect of outflow from the disk to heat
the envelope at R >> Rk can be disregarded. Even where a developed
convection is present, the flow of radiant energy inside the protoplanetary
disk F is approximately three times greater than the convective value (Lin
and Papaloizou 1985). This is similar to what occurs in hot accretion disks.
The solution to the formula for radiation transport in the disk dF/dz =
D, where the mean opacity is dependent on temperature according to the
power law, Ke oc T _, is expressed as (Makalkin 1987)
(To/T,) 4-_ = 1 + 3/'64 (4 - _)(D1/aT4_)-[4-e,E, (7)
where To and T, denote temperatures in the disk's central plane and on
its surface, Keo = Ke(Fo). In the absence of external heating sources,
To = Tell is fulfilled and, correspondingly, D_ = _rT_,. In the case of
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a disk immersed in the accretion envelope, T, in formula (7) is equal to
the temperature in the envelope T,n_ at the same R. Te,_ is several times
greater than Tell, and hence, D1 << _r'l_,. The mean opacity "_ee, examined
by Pollack et al. (1985) for a protoplanetary disk, taking into account the
chemical composition and dimensions of dust grains, can be approximated
as a function Te with various values of _ in different temperature intervals.
Below the temperature of dust condensation, the values of _ range from
0.6 - 1.5. Above this temperature Lin and Papaloizou's approximation
(1985) can be used for Ke[F). The ratio (7) can be applied not only to
the entire thickness of the disk, but also to its different layers in order to
account for variations in the function Ke(T). Then E and D1 correspond
to the appropriate layer, and To and T0 to its lower and upper boundaries.
We note that formula (7) differs significantly both in its appearance and its
result from the widely accepted, simplified formula (To/'I',) 4 = 3/8/-_o$2,
where K---_o= -_e(To).
Curve 1 in Figure 2 illustrates the temperature in the disk's central
plane at the end of its formation stage. We calculate this temperature
using formula (7) for the disk model, (Ruzmaikina and Maeva 1986) with
values = ll04gcm -2 and v.r = 1.21015cm2s-1 at R = 1 AU. This accounts
for the fact that _3 _ _x R-l/2 is everywhere except the disk center and
edge. The temperature in the accretion envelope is estimated for L = 25
Lo. The plateau in curve 1 fits that part of the disk where its vertical
structure is two-layered. A dust-free (owing to its high temperature) layer
is located around the central plane. The mean opacity here is two orders
lower (and the vertical temperature gradient is commensurately low), than
in the higher, colder layer. This colder layer contains condensed dust
grains. The vertical profile of this portion of the disk is represented in
Figure 1. It is clear from Figure 1 that the condensation front has a curved
shape. Computations have shown that for all R £ 1014 centimeters the
inequality To < 2T0 is fulfilled. It follows, in particular from this, that the
vertical temperature gradient at the disk formation stage is noticeably lower
than the adiabatic value calculated in many studies. There is, therefore no
convection.
Vityazev and Pechernikova (1985) and Ruzmaikina and Safronov
(1985) estimated the maximum for additional heating of matter as it fails
onto the disk surface; in the shock wave (where it had been) and via
aerodynamic friction of the dust. The effect is relatively insignificant in the
area R >> Rk, R < 1014 centimeters. Thus, the dust temperature does
not exceed 600 K for 1 AU with J ,-, 1052 g • cm 2 • s -1. That is, it is much
lower than the temperature inside the disk (Curve 1, Figure 2).
Solar radiation falling at a low inclination on its surface (Safronov
1969) is an external source of disk heating after accretion of the envelope
to the protostm and disk is completed. It should be taken into account
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together with turbulence (an internal source) when calculating temperature
in the disk. T, in (7) is determined at this stage by the formula aTe, = Dt +
F,, where F, denotes the solar energy flux absorbed by the disk surface.
It follows from the computations of Makalkin and Dorofeyeva (1989) that
Dx >> F, everywhere for R > 0.1 AU. The vertical temperature gradient
is only higher than the adiabatic where dust grains are not vaporized.
Where there is no dust, low opacity K----_< 10-2cm2.g -z generates a very
low-temperature gradient. The temperature distribution is then close to
isothermic. With this in mind, the authors calculated a combined (adiabat
- isotherm) thermodynamic model of a protoplanetary disk. Figure 2
(Curves 2, 3, and 4) illustrate the temperature distributions in the central
plane generated in this model for different points in time. Temperatures
as per Lewis' cosmochemical model (1974) are a good fit with calculated
temperatures for the time interval (2-5) • 105 years.
This model of protoplanetary disk formation predicts a significantly
different solid matter thermal history: vaporization and subsequent con-
densation of dust grains in the internal region of the solar system as it forms,
and the conservation of interstellar dust (including organic compounds and
ices) in the peripheral (greater) portion of the planetary system. These
predictions are in qualitative agreement with cosmochemicai data and, in
particular, with the latest data on Halley's comet (Mukhin et al. 1989).
According to estimates of thermal conditions in the disk, the radius of the
zone of vaporization of silicate and iron dust grains (T >_ 1400 K) reached
1 - 2 AU. However, matter which passes through a vaporization region as
the disk forms is dispersed to a larger region. This is a consequence of
both the mean, outwardly-directed flux of matter in the internal portion of
the disk (Ruzmaikina and Maeva 1986), and turbulent mixing.
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